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In this article the text in Sect. 3.2 and the legend for Fig. 1 
has been published with inadvertent errors.

The final sentence of Sect. 3.2, which previously read as

“The trend in utilities can also be seen in Fig. 1, which 
shows the mean adjusted imputed utility scores at each time 
point for the three different methods of calculating utilities.”

Should read as

“The trend in utilities can also be seen in Fig. 1, which 
shows the mean unadjusted complete-case utility scores at 
each time point for the three different methods of calculat-
ing utilities.”

The legend to Fig. 1, which previously read as

“Fig. 1 Adjusted imputed mean utility scores at each time-
point, by arm, for each of the three methods: EQ-5D-5L 

VSE, EQ-5D-5L crosswalk and SF-12/SF-6D. SF-12 
12-Item Short-Form survey, VSE value set for England”

Should read as

“Fig. 1 Unadjusted complete-case mean utility scores at 
each timepoint, by arm, for each of the three methods: EQ-
5D-5L VSE, EQ-5D-5L crosswalk and SF-12/SF-6D. SF-12 
12-Item Short-Form survey, VSE value set for England”

The original article has been corrected.
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